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• Who is Cedar River Services (“CRS”)?

• Why invest in Mineral Resource companies or Mining
Projects?

• What do I need to know to make an investment in a
Mining or Exploration Company/Project?

• How can Cedar River Services help you?
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Who is Cedar River Services?

Cedar River Services has the skills and experience required for
the discovery of and definition of new Mineral Resources acrossy
a broad range of commodities and countries around the globe.

h d l d d l dThe team at Cedar River includes many industry leading
professionals with a proven track record in Mineral Discoveries,
Resource Definition to and the management of publically listedResource Definition to and the management of publically listed
Resource companies.
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Why invest in Mineral Resources?

There are many metals that make up components from within
the family home, cars and surrounding infrastructure that are

i d b b il i hi d i A irequired to be built within any modern city. As economies
grow and the demand for metals increase and there are times
when significant profits can be made from investment inwhen significant profits can be made from investment in
Mineral Resource companies.

Mining or exploration companies can provide for an
important part of any investment portfolio, providing for
i t t di ifi ti i j ti ith i t timportant diversification in conjunction with investment
within other industries.
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What do I need to know to make an investment in a 
Mining or Exploration company/project?

At the early stages of the discovery and definition of a Mineral
Resource, experienced Geologists play a key role. The role of the, p g p y y
geologist is key to ensuring that the Mineral Resource and future
mine plan is defined correctly. The earth is very complex in some
l h l k llocations and the geologists knowledge and interpretation is
critical to the process of estimating a Mineral Resource.

As a Mineral Resource looks to become a Mining Project, other
industry professionals are also required to ensure that the
potential Mining Project will be viable These professions includepotential Mining Project will be viable. These professions include
Mining Engineering, Mineral Processing, Environmental scientists
and many others.
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How can Cedar River Services help you?

The team at Cedar River have unique skills that have takenThe team at Cedar River have unique skills that have taken
decades to develop in regard to understanding the complex
rock sequences that occur around the world.q

Capabilities at Cedar River Services include the following;
• Evaluate potential of projects or new areas for a new discoveryEvaluate potential of projects or new areas for a new discovery
• Identify or validate investment options in regard to investing in a new

exploration or mining project
• Complete or review a Mineral Resource estimation to the level of anp

international code of practice
• Review and validate the rock features (geological interpretation) which are

critical inputs for a Mineral Resource
• Sign‐off as a competent person in regard to the reporting of a Mineral

Resource estimate (as defined under the Australian code for reporting of
Minerals Resources and Ore Reserves, known as the “JORC code”).
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Executive Chairman –
Mr Steven Olsen,  B.Sc. (Hons), M.Sc. (Minex), D. Fin.& Inv.

Mr Steven Olsen has over 20 years’ experience in the resources industry. Mr Olsen’s principle
profession is a geologist, with experience in the discovery and delineation of Mineral Deposits
covering the commodities of copper, nickel, gold and silver throughout Australia and Canada.

Mr Olsen has a background of 14 years as a technical geologist at both WMC and then Senior
and management roles as a geologist in the smaller organisations of Croesus Mining and Ballarat
Goldfields Mr Olsen was the founding Managing Director of Rex Minerals Ltd (Rex)Goldfields. Mr Olsen was the founding Managing Director of Rex Minerals Ltd (Rex),
incorporated in 2007, and responsible for the discovery of the large Hillside copper‐gold‐iron
deposit in South Australia (now Australia’s largest undeveloped copper project). As Managing
Director at Rex, Mr Olsen completed the acquisition of many projects around Australia, founded
White Rock Minerals Ltd, with gold and silver Resources in NSW (a demerged asset from Rex
Minerals in 2010) and raised over A$180 million in capital for the purpose of completing a
Bankable Feasibility Study at the Hillside copper‐gold‐iron project.

Mr Olsen’s qualifications include a B.Sc. (Hons) from the University of Melbourne (1992),
Masters in Mineral Exploration from Queens University, Ontario (1992) and a Graduate Diploma
of Applied Finance and Investment from the Securities Institute of Australia (2005). Mr Olsen is a
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Non‐Executive Director of White Rock Minerals Ltd, Non‐Executive Director of Rex Minerals Ltd,
and also a guest professor at the Chengdu University of Technology, China.



Director of Finance –
Ms Amber Rivamonte,  B.Bus (Acc), CPA

Ms Amber Rivamonte has over 20 years’ experience in the Resources Industry covering the
fields of commercial, strategic and risk management, corporate governance and financial
management experience. Ms Rivamonte has a background in accounting, is a certified
practicing accountant (CPA) in Australia. She has previously held the roles of CFO and company
secretary at Rex Minerals and Ballarat Goldfields NL. Ms Rivamonte also previously held the role
of company secretary at Indophil Resources NL and White Rock Minerals Ltd.

Ms Rivamonte’s experience includes the structure, set up and listing of Rex Minerals Ltd and
White Rock Minerals Ltd, including raising capital from Seed through to public raisings of up to
SA82 million. Ms Rivamonte’s experience covers all aspects of managing Resources companies,
from project acquisition, mergers, de‐mergers, take overs, schemes and various forms of fund
raisings.
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Director and Principle Resource Geologist –
Patrick Say, B.Sc. (Hons), Grad Cert App Fin.

Mr Patrick Say is a geologist and manager with over 14 years’ experience in the resources
industry managing and developing projects predominantly in Western Australia and South
Australia. Mr Say has worked on a number of large scale projects including WMC’s Mt Keith
nickel operation and Oz Minerals Prominent Hill copper/gold project.

Mr Say’s Career includes 3 years with WMC, where he held positions as an exploration and mine
geologist 3 years with Oxiana/Oz Minerals where he worked on the Prominent Hill copper/goldgeologist, 3 years with Oxiana/Oz Minerals where he worked on the Prominent Hill copper/gold
project where significant additions to the Prominent Hill Mineral Resource underpinned by
exploration discovery were achieved under Patrick’s leadership. From 2009 to 2013, Mr Say was
Chief Geologist for Rex Minerals Limited (RXM) leading the geological team from the early
prospect delineation of the Hillside copper/gold orebody through to a fully audited Mineral
Resource of the Hillside orebody at a Bankable Feasibility Study (BFS) level.

Mr Say’s qualifications include a B Sc (Hons) from RMIT University and a Graduate Certificate inMr Say s qualifications include a B.Sc. (Hons) from RMIT University and a Graduate Certificate in
Applied Finance from Kaplan Asia Pacific.
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Principle Technical Geologist –
Rohan Worland, B.Sc. (Hons), D. Fin.& Inv.,

Mr Rohan Worland is a geologist and manager with over 20 years’ experience in the resources
industry generating and managing projects throughout the USA, South America, Australia and
New Zealand. Mr Worland has worked on a number of generative exploration teams, with a
particular focus on high grade epithermal gold mineralisation.

Mr Worland’s career includes 14 years working for Newmont Mining Corporation and Normandy
Mining Ltd where he was assigned to a number of international positions exploring forMining Ltd, where he was assigned to a number of international positions exploring for
epithermal gold mineralization including Chile, Peru, Argentina, Nevada (USA), New Zealand and
eastern Australia. In addition Mr Worland also gained experience exploring for a number of
world‐class copper, lead and zinc orebodies throughout central, southern and eastern Australia.
After leaving Newmont Mr Worland has utilized his experience to guide a number of junior
explorers as Exploration Manager for Rex Minerals Ltd, White Rock Minerals Ltd, Buka Gold Ltd,
WCP Resources Ltd and Uranoz Ltd.

Mr Worland’s qualifications include a B.Sc. (Hons) from the University of Melbourne (1992) and
a Graduate Diploma of Applied Finance and Investment from the Securities Institute of Australia
(2002).
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Principle Technical Geologist –
Professor Yang, 

Dr Yang Zhengxi is a professor of Chengdu University of Technology with over 30 years of 
teaching experience in mineral exploration. He had international exchange experience at the 
University Of Wales in Cardiff, Camborne School of Mines, Britain,  McGill University, Canada, 
and University of Arizona, USA, as a visiting professor. His research experience had involved in 
Huangshan Cu‐Ni sulfide deposits, Xinjiang, Maoniuping REE deposit, Sichuan, and the mineral 
resource assessment of Tibet.

Professor Yangzhengxi’s qualifications include a Diploma in Mining Geology, at Changsha School 
of Metallurgical Industry, a BSc in Ore Deposit Geology and Mineral Exploration at Chengdu 
College of Geology, a MSc in Mineral Exploration, at China University of Geosciences, and a PhD 
in Ore Deposits at Chengdu College of Geology.
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Principle Resource Geologist –
Bradley Cox, B.Sc. (Hons), M.Sc. (Geostatistics)

Mr Bradley Cox is a Resource geologist with over 15 years’ experience in the resources industry
focusing on the technical evaluation and estimation of complex Mineral Resource’s. Mr Cox has
worked on a number of mineral deposit types across the Asia Pacific region and has theworked on a number of mineral deposit types across the Asia Pacific region and has the
experience required to sign off on most types of Mineral Resource under the JORC code.

Mr Cox’s experience spans across exploration, deposit development and mining as a leading
geologist in greenfields, site delivery, studies and corporate resource evaluation roles. Core
deposit styles and JORC competency signoff include narrow vein (including nuggetty) to
porphyry copper‐gold, stratiform and BHT silver‐lead‐zinc and industrial minerals within
Australia and overseasAustralia and overseas.

Mr Cox’s qualifications include a B.Sc. (Hons) from the University of Ballarat (1998), Post
Graduate Certificate of Geostatistics from Edith Cowan University (2005) and a masters of
Geostatistics from the University of Adelaide (2014).
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Case Study – Summary
The Hillside copper‐gold‐iron depositThe Hillside copper‐gold‐iron deposit

The management at Cedar River Services have had experience in the discovery ofThe management at Cedar River Services have had experience in the discovery of
many mineral deposits, followed by the definition of that Mineral deposit for the
purpose of defining a new Mining Project.

The most recent example of exploration success achieved by the team at Cedar River
is the discovery and definition of the Hillside copper‐gold‐iron deposit.

The team at Cedar River Services are also the founding managers of Rex Minerals,
which purchase the Hillside project and surrounding area for A$1.5 million in 2007.

After completing some exploration work at Hillside, large scale copper‐gold and iron
was discovered in late 2008.
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Case Study – Summary
The Hillside copper‐gold‐iron depositThe Hillside copper‐gold‐iron deposit

After extensive drilling and ongoing exploration work, since mid 2013, the Hillside
project now has Australia’s largest undeveloped copper Ore Reserves.

When at Rex Minerals the management at Cedar River Services were able to draw
f th i t h i l b k d t l t ll f th i d k t Rfrom their technical background to complete all of the required work at Rex
Minerals for the discovery and definition of the Mineral Resources and Ore
Reserves at the Hillside deposit.
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Case Study –
The Hillside copper‐gold‐iron deposit – Technical backgroundThe Hillside copper‐gold‐iron deposit – Technical background

The Hillside discovery is located in South Australia, within close proximity to the
city of Adelaide. It is a discovery that was made by Rex Minerals in late 2008, after
testing of a theory that similar rocks to the giant Olympic Dam deposit exist in the
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region underneath a thin layer of cover rocks.



Case Study –
The Hillside copper‐gold‐iron deposit – Technical backgroundThe Hillside copper‐gold‐iron deposit – Technical background

In 2007 Rex Minerals purchased
Exploration Licences in South AustraliaExploration Licences in South Australia
which included the Hillside Project. At this
stage there were some broad magnetic
and gravity surveys in the region whichand gravity surveys in the region which
helped to define a copper target in the
area. Importantly, Rex Minerals geologists
identified that these surveys were alsoidentified that these surveys were also
supported by the presence of a small
historical copper mine at the northern end
of the magnetic anomaly.g y

Initial drilling in the area identified strong alteration supporting the theory that there
could be a copper deposit of similar style to Olympic Dam in the area, but no
significant copper mineralisation had been discovered at this stage.
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Case Study –
The Hillside copper‐gold‐iron deposit – Technical backgroundThe Hillside copper‐gold‐iron deposit – Technical background

Further drilling around the magnetic and
gravity anomaly identified altered rocks only,
except for drill hole number 6. HDD006
intersected significant copper‐gold‐iron ore
mineralisation for the first time in the area
which was found to be very closely associated
with the magnetic anomaly at Hillside.

f f h l l hAfter confirming the close relationship
between the magnetic survey and the copper
mineralisation at Hillside, Rex completed a very
d t il d ti Thi h idetailed magnetic survey. This survey has since
proved to be very accurate in its ability to
define the location of the copper‐gold‐iron ore
mineralisation and the Mineral Resourcemineralisation and the Mineral Resource
largely lies in the location defined by the
magnetic anomaly.
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Case Study –
The Hillside copper‐gold‐iron deposit – Technical backgroundThe Hillside copper‐gold‐iron deposit – Technical background

The Rex Minerals geological team (Patrick Say,
Graham Teale and other Rex geologists)

Copper Mineral

Gold

completed a vast amount of thin section
analysis and age dating to derive a detailed
interpretation of the evolution of the geologyGold
at Hillside. This work identified multiple fluid
events resulting in various stages of mineral
growth. Importantly, the main mineralising

f d d hevent was confirmed as corresponding to the
age of the giant Olympic Dam deposit and the
Prominent Hill deposit in South Australia.

Another critical outcome of this work was the identification of the progression of the
mineralisation and alteration associated with the Hillside deposit. Of particular note, was
the discovery that the gold is closely associated with the copper mineralisation at Hillside.
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Case Study –
The Hillside copper‐gold‐iron deposit – Technical backgroundThe Hillside copper‐gold‐iron deposit – Technical background

Understanding the structural framework of the
Hillside orebody was critical to the MineralHillside orebody was critical to the Mineral
Resource modelling process. Patrick Say, Graham
Teale and other Rex geologists identified the
geological boundaries from which thegeological boundaries from which the
mineralisation at Hillside exists. It was noted that
the zone extends for many tens of kilometres to
the north and south of the Hillside orebody. Thethe north and south of the Hillside orebody. The
rocks at the Hillside deposit consisted of a
sequence of variably‐calcareous shallow‐water
sediments. Critically, they had been intenselyy, y y
deformed by at least three groups of deformation
and metamorphic events, and it was these
deformation events that controlled the formation,
location and orientation of the copper‐gold‐iron
ore mineralisation at Hillside.
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Case Study –
The Hillside copper‐gold‐iron deposit – Technical backgroundThe Hillside copper‐gold‐iron deposit – Technical background

Before a Mineral Resource can be estimated, a detailed quality assurance and
quality control (QAQC) program must be completed to assess the accuracy and
lidit f th d t ll t d At Hill id th Mi l R d fi d ftvalidity of the data collected. At Hillside, the Mineral Resource was defined after an

extensive drilling program of over 700 drill holes. As part of this Mineral Resource
estimate, a QAQC program was implemented and then analysed to determine the
accuracy and precision of the data used within the Mineral Resource estimateaccuracy and precision of the data used within the Mineral Resource estimate.

Data available as part of the QAQC review included:
• Drilling data (method, diameter and contractor)g ( , )
• Sampling (Sample size, recovery, sample protocols)
• Sample Preparation (Occurs at the laboratory. Did this occur according to protocols?)
• Quality control assay results (copper, gold, iron, etc)

D li t• Duplicates
• Standards
• Blanks
• Lab Repeatsp
• Umpire Laboratory Checks
• Sizing Analysis

• Geological Data (geology, mineralisation, alteration)
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Case Study –
The Hillside copper‐gold‐iron deposit – Technical backgroundThe Hillside copper‐gold‐iron deposit – Technical background

Once the geology was well understood, an
interpretation of the geology was undertaken. This
i t t ti th i t d i t 3D tinterpretation was then imported into 3D computer
modelling software and created then converted into
3D shapes known as domains (or triangulations).

Finally, these domains were then checked for validity
before forming the basis for interpolation as part of
the estimation processthe estimation process.

Classification of the Hillside Mineral Resource was 
completed on the basis of geological and gradecompleted on the basis of geological and grade 
continuity confidence and reflected the Competent 
Person’s view on the deposit.  In the case at Hillside, 
the Competent Person (as per JORC) was Patrick Say.p ( p ) y

The Hillside Mineral Resource was classified into the 
three (3) categories defined by JORC, Measured, 
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Indicated and Inferred.



Summary

For an investment in the Mining Industry it is important to have confidence in the quality
of the Mineral Resource which is the basis for any Mining Projectof the Mineral Resource which is the basis for any Mining Project.

Investing in the mining industry can be very rewarding with strong returns, however, it is
important to seek the advice of experienced mining industry professionals, to assist inpo ta t to see t e ad ce o e pe e ced g dust y p o ess o a s, to ass st
reducing the risk of investing in the mining industry.

Cedar River Services has a strong technical background in the discovery, definition andg g y
evaluation of Mineral Resources.

The team at Cedar River can assist in the process of discovery, Resource definition to
international standards, or the evaluation of a Mineral Resource which is the subject of
an investment decision.
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